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Introduction 
Microtubules have been extensively studied in recent decades as an 

important pharmacological target for the treatment of cancer especially 
due to its crucial part in the mitosis process. Among the ingredients 
of the microtubules, αβ- tubulin dimers stand out in view of their 
four distinct commerce spots, including the so- called colchicine list 
point (CBS) - a promising target for the development of new tubulin 
modulators. When compared to other tubulin  spots, targeting the CBS 
is  profitable because this  point is  suitable to host ligands with lower 
molecular volume and lipophilicity,  therefore reducing the chances 
of  containing the  miracle of multiple  medicine resistance (MDR)- 
one of the main reasons of failure in chemotherapy. still, colchicine, 
the first ligand ever discovered with affinity towards the CBS, despite 
modulating the action of microtubules, has shown  toxin in clinical 
studies. Thus, in order to expand the given chemical space of pulpits 
able of interacting with CBS and to designing-toxic colchicine binding 
point impediments, we conducted a robust virtual webbing channel. 
This has been strictly validated and comported of ligand- and structure- 
grounded methodologies, which allowed us to elect four promising 
CBS impediments called tubLCQF 1. These four composites were 
also estimated with long circles molecular dynamics simulations and 
separate results were used for the theoretical determination of the 
free energy released in the conformation of the complexes, using the 
Molecular Mechanics Poisson- Boltzmann Surface Area (MM/PBSA) 
methodology.  

Colchicine binding sites

The commerce of colchicine with tubulin- microtubules is depicted 
else from Vinca alkaloids and Taxol derivations. Colchicine is able to 
depolymerize microtubules with sub-stoichiometric attention of the 
quantum of tubulins in result, by inhibiting microtubule polymerization 
[1]. As free colchicine in result isn’t suitable to bind directly to the 
microtubule, it first binds to tubulin in result, induces conformational 
changes in the tubulin, which, eventually, binds to the microtubules in 
small quantities. These conformational modified tubulins don't inhibit 
the growth of microtubules but suppress their dynamics until the final 
modulation of the medium and disrupt the dynamics of microtubules 
in the mitotic spindle [2]. 

Stabilization of the microtubule

Therefore, the stabilization of the microtubule dynamics results 
in the blocking of the cell cycle in mitosis and excrescence cells, 
performing in cell death by apoptosis. In the literature, there are several 
natural composites able of binding to CBS, substantially colchicinoids 
and combretastatins. Colchicine, specifically, has been used in clinical 
trials for cancer treatment, and besides showing high affinity with 
tubulin; it has shown a significant toxin [3]. It has boosted several 
studies grounded on the structural revision of colchicine, substantially 
grounded on the active group’s calzone, coumarone, insole, quinoline, 
imidazole, pyrazole and thiazole.  In this study, we propose a different 
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strategy to prospect for tubulin impediments, by using computational 
tools to find new composites that maintain the main features of 
colchicine, similar as shape and electrostatic eventuality, but with 
a discerned/ protean structure. For this, we performed a Virtual 
Webbing (VS) channel starting from databases containing millions 
of composites, and using colchicine as a query, in order to search for 
tubulin impediments able to maintain same types of chemical relations 
within CBS [4]. also, we were  apprehensive of considering preferable 
pharmacokinetic and  toxin parameters that led us to find four new 
implicit  successes as colchicine list  point impediments (CBSI). likewise, 
molecular dynamics( MD) studies were  hardly performed then, whose 
results indicate a great stability during complex  conformation with our 
four implicit  successes as well as favorable  powers involved in  similar 
process, theoretically determined using the MM/ PBSA  system, raising 
the liability of them to act as promising CBS impediments(CBSI).  
In order to perform the virtual webbing channel, six databases from 
different suppliers and sources were collected, containing chemical 
composites with pharmacological characteristics, vast structural 
diversity, and marketable vacuity as well [5]. These six databases were 
preprocessed using OMEGA, which is applicable to induce libraries of 
three- dimensional conformers with minimized structures and presents 
a high effectiveness in furnishing the bioactive conformation between 
the generated conformers [6-7].  

Discussion
Virtual Webbing in this way, up to 300 conformers per patch was 

generated for each one of the six databases that were used in our VS 
channel [8]. To add up, our channel started by  operation of the ROCS 
and EON pollutants, followed by ADME/Tox  prognostications, docking 
studies, and visual  examination,  therefore allowing us to eventually  
elect most promising  composites (implicit  successes).  One of the 
main achievements of virtual webbing juggernauts in the medicine 
discovery process is to explore chemical and structural diversities 
for new virtual successes [9]. These are generally begun from virtual 
databases with millions of composites and they're also anticipated to 
also interact with the given target under study. Likewise, these studies 
allow one to apply and develop applicable compendium of composites, 
which give a wide structural diversity and can be used as a starting 
point in farther studies, similar as super eminent optimization [10]. 
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This ultimate mentioned step, should aim at indeed lesser affinity of the 
original successes- composites as well as inhibition of similar targets.  
In view of the significance of exploring the colchicine binding point 
for the development of newanti-tumor composites, we've developed 
a rigorous virtual webbing study which allowed us to identify new 
and promising composites with implicitanti-tumor exertion [11]. 
These were  attained with base on the structure of colchicine(ligand- 
grounded methodologies), as well as on the commerce modes 
proposed for  similar  composites inside the αβ- tubulin list  point 
(using structure-grounded methodologies) One should remind that 
the significance of colchicine is substantially attributed to its capacity 
of interposing the mitotic cycle without suffering resistance. still, due 
to the fact that this  emulsion presents a significant  toxin in clinical 
studies, we aimed to design new  composites to overcome  similar 
limitations, as well as to increase the structural diversity of  composites 
that are  suitable to interact within  separate commerce  point [12].   By 
means of performing LBVS, mixed with a slight character of SBVS, we 
were suitable to identify four promising composites. Similar composites 
passed the sieve of the prophetic studies of ADME/ Tox, for which they 
attained suitable values.
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